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512 LEADS
$1.98 PER LEAD
Client: Christopher Taylor MFT
Niche: Family Therapist
Service: Facebook Ads
Result: 512 Leads, $1.98 Cost Per Lead (CPL)
Date: January 2018
Timeline: 1 Month Campaign

Context
Christopher Taylor is a marriage and family therapist. He mainly focuses on
helping families where there are issues present with their teenage kids.
Typically, from teenagers lashing out and having problems such as anxiety,
depression and negative behaviours.
He already had a sales funnel setup to sell some of his courses and had
hired a ‘Facebook expert’ from Upwork to get him more leads. This led to
achieving poor results such as paying up to $15 per lead!
This is a common mistake that many firms make when they choose cheap
freelancers over a premium service.
Our aim was to simply focus on the advertising side and to get qualified
leads as cheap as possible.

Strategy
Since Christopher already had a funnel setup, our strategy focused on
getting him leads as cheap as possible. At least cheaper than his previous
Facebook freelancer ($15 per lead).
He didn’t have any previous Facebook advertising experience apart from
that freelancer’s work, which meant we were almost starting from scratch.
This meant that results would take longer than usual.
Much research and A/B split-testing was needed to find his audience on
Facebook, and then we could create lookalike audiences based off leads.

Ads

Here is one sample of an ad we ran. We tested a long story copy because
Christopher’s audience was experiencing a lot of pain, which meant that
this story would be something that they could easily relate to.

The audience clearly liked our ads since we had a perfect 10/10 relevancy
score on them.

Campaign Results

For our first month of advertising, we saw a huge success in our campaigns.
We got Christopher 512 leads at a total cost of $2.54 per lead (this average
includes testing). The cost per lead was $1.98 on our optimized ads.
Leads for under $2 in your first month of advertising is a massive
achievement. Typically, this would be achieved after several months of
testing and optimization.
Our ads also got over 100 shares, showing how much we really nailed the
message and audience.
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512 leads
$2.54 total cost per lead (CPL)
$1.98 cost per lead (CPL) on optimized ads
Over 100 shares and likes

Campaign Analysis

After we found our audience, we A/B split-test different ad copies and
images, in order to scale up the best performing ads.
As you can see from the image above, we managed to find our winner very
fast giving a significantly cheaper cost per lead than the others, and a
higher relevancy score.
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